ROBERT R. JANES

AWARD FOR SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
As integrated community institutions and custodians of community identity, museums are uniquely positioned
to explore innovative solutions that help their communities adapt to demographic shifts, economic changes,
and influxes of new populations.
The Robert R. Janes Award for Social Responsibility is the vision of Dr. Robert R. Janes, created to support and
further the work of museums that are solving community issues and promoting health and well-being.
Together with the AMA, the ambitious goal of the Award is to create vibrant and sustainable
communities by investing in programs that affect real social and environmental
change, and which have the potential to create
public benefit on a larger scale.

Fort Edmonton Park
One of the largest living history museums in Canada,
Fort Edmonton Park serves as model for developing
an inclusive approach to partnering with First Nations
and Métis communities as they work together in the
spirit of reconciliation to create and deliver authentic,
historically accurate, and engaging programming.
In 2015, Fort Edmonton Park embarked on a formal
path of reconciliation with the Confederacy of Treaty
Six First Nations and the Métis Nation of Alberta with
the signing of two Memoranda of Understanding.
The Memoranda of Understanding provided the
groundwork for a new relationship and collaborative
process of reconciliation, and marked the beginning
of a new approach to representing the culture and
history of First Nations and Métis peoples at the Fort.
Moreover, the Memoranda of Understanding affirmed
Fort Edmonton’s commitment to ensure the voices and
perspectives of First Nations and Métis communities
are included in the development of programming and
narratives, and contribute to the long-term vision
and direction of the institution.
Most tangibly, this process of engagement
has informed the forthcoming expansion at
Fort Edmonton, including the creation of a new

Indigenous Peoples Experience area which will feature
new and expanded interpretation of the Indigenous
historical experience, immersive visitor experiences,
and a Youth Indigenous Volunteer Program.
The commitment to social responsibility,
collaboration, and partnership demonstrated by
Fort Edmonton Park is an example of how museums
can develop meaningful and mutually beneficial
partnerships with their communities, and take
concrete steps towards reconciliation.
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changing the world … one community at a time
As integrated community institutions and custodians of collective identity, museums are uniquely positioned
to explore innovative solutions that help their communities adapt to demographic shifts, economic changes,
and influxes of new populations.
This Award is the vision of Dr. Robert R. Janes, created to support and further the work of museums that are
resolving local issues and promoting health and well-being. Together with the AMA, the ambitious goal of the
Award is to create vibrant and sustainable communities by investing in programs that effect real social and
environmental change, and which have the potential to create public benefit on a larger scale.

fort calgary
Fort Calgary is located in Calgary’s diverse and
rapidly changing East Village and has situated
itself as the main park and gathering space for
all community members. In 2001, Fort Calgary’s
proposal for a Community Vegetable Garden was
selected by the Suncor Energy Foundation to receive
a Millennium Grant. The funds from this grant
covered the initial start-up costs of the garden and
subsequent annual supplements to maintain its
infrastructure and administration. The garden is
based on the Troop Garden that was on site during its
time as a North West Mounted Police post. All plants
are heirloom varieties and only traditional cultivation
techniques are used in growing the vegetables.
Over the past thirteen years, the Community
Vegetable Garden has provided fresh, organic
produce to many inner-city organizations, such
as the Calgary Women’s Emergency Shelter, and
helped at-risk youth learn important skills through
the Youth Culinary Arts Program at Raido House.
In addition, the garden provides valuable work
experience to people with employment barriers
through the Calgary Health Region’s ACT (Assertive
Community Treatment) Program. The garden is
cultivated by both ACT part-time employees and

community volunteers. It is also a site of formal and
informal education on heirloom vegetables and the
benefits of traditional, organic food production.
The success of the Community Vegetable Garden
encouraged a second partnership with the Suncor
Energy Foundation to offer bi-annual community
dinners at Fort Calgary for those staying at local
homeless shelters. Held in both the spring and fall,
these prime rib dinners feed more than 600 people
over two sittings with food served by volunteers
from both Suncor and Fort Calgary.
By actively engaging with the diverse communities
that surround it, Fort Calgary demonstrates positive
social change through innovatively combining
the history of their site with the needs of their
neighbours. In building and improving relationships
with underserved communities, the Fort promotes
community involvement and a sense of ownership,
which in turn ensures that the garden remains a
welcoming, safe space for everyone. Fort Calgary
will be provided with funds to support their activities
with their communities, act as a model and promote
their success to other institutions, and investigate
their drivers for success, thereby contributing to the
long-term impact of museums in their communities.
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KERRY WOOD NATURE CENTRE
AND HISTORIC FORT NORMANDEAU

The Kerry Wood Nature Centre and Historic
Fort Normandeau has situated itself as a hub
of environmental education, sustainability,
and engagement with nature for the Red Deer
community. Located at the entrance to the Gaetz
Lakes Sanctuary beside the Red Deer River, the
Centre educates and engages with Red Deer
residents to promote sustainability through the
integration of environmental responsibility into
every aspect of the site’s operations.
In an effort to balance ecological and fiscal
responsibility, the Centre refers to two key
questions before making any major decision:

1 Will this reduce our ecological footprint?
2 Will this save us money?
One of the Centre’s key initiatives was to move
the Kerry Wood Nature Centre towards the use of
solar power as its primary source of electricity. As
part of its commitment to modelling environmental
responsibility, the Centre tracks on its website the
ways in which power is collected and how much the
initiative is saving the site in terms of CO2 emissions
and costs, providing a practical, understandable
model to its community of the ecological and
financial benefits of relying on renewable energy.

To complement its institutional efforts, the Centre
works closely with other organizations in order to
engage and strengthen relationships with the diverse
population of Red Deer. The Centre’s partnership with
Central Alberta Refuges Effort (CARE) supports new
Canadians by providing space for English language
classes and family programming. The Centre, with
CARE, also offers overnight camping workshops to
demonstrate the impact of our natural environment on
our customs, culture, and community, and encourage an
appreciation of nature in a safe and accessible way. A
long standing collaboration with the City of Red Deer’s
Sustainable Initiatives Department encourages the
two organizations to share resources, collaborate on
projects, and cross-promote events to wider audiences.
Engaging the public through these innovative programs
and partnerships instills a true appreciation of Alberta’s
natural heritage, and fosters an understanding of the
importance of environmentally sustainable activities.
Through its interpretation and preservation of the natural
and cultural history of Red Deer and its dedication to
prioritizing and exploring innovative solutions related
to environmental sustainability, the Kerry Wood Nature
Centre and Historic Fort Normandeau demonstrates a
true commitment to affecting real change. By reducing
their impact on the natural environment and providing
inclusive programs, the Centre helps to create a vibrant,
and sustainable, community.

PEACE RIVER MUSEUM,
ARCHIVES AND
MACKENZIE CENTRE
The Peace River Museum, Archives and Mackenzie Centre
is a model for integrating social responsibility into all aspects
of museum practice, as demonstrated by its long standing
relationships with the community of Peace River and its work to
engage with contemporary issues. These relationships, including
those with Sagitawa Friendship Society; First Nations, Metis, and
Inuit Students Education; and Daishowa-Marubeni International
Ltd., have helped the Museum embrace the challenge of creating
a museum that is both sustainable and relevant to its visitors
and to its community.
The focus on social responsibility at the Museum radiates through
all levels of exhibits, programming, sponsorships, and community
relationships. Museum exhibitions focus on current topics relevant
to the community that are often approached with hesitancy,
including mental health and wellness and the lasting impacts
of residential schools, in order to make the community’s history
meaningful and accessible. In addition, the Museum has nurtured
relationships and practices that grow and positively impact its
community, ranging from providing interpretation at local events
to offering gallery space to a different local artist each month.
A partnership with the Sagitaewa Friendship Society brought the
Witness Blanket exhibit to Peace River in the summer of 2016,
and provided appropriate training to museum staff and volunteers.
By undertaking initiatives that challenge traditional narratives,
the Museum has gained the trust required to create meaningful
partnerships with other organizations and become a safe space
for community dialogue and sharing. Through this work, the
Peace River Museum, Archives and Mackenzie Centre encourages
a culture of inclusion, empowers the many voices that make up
Peace River, and affects real change in its community.

“The Museum is not just
a place to walk through,
quietly view the contents,
and leave. They engage the
community with opening
events and a speaker series
as topics arise. We learn
that we have a community
of people willing to
share their perspectives
which enhances healthy
conversations and 
plants the seed that can
challenge and expand 
our worldview. ”
– tracy zweifel
Executive Director
Sagitawa Friendship Society
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